
 

Alien: Covenant (English) hindi dubbed full movie download Surrounded by the splendor of a huge galaxy, full of stars and
moons, inhabited by diverse species and an enormous number of planets to explore. After a long voyage in deep space, a crew
aboard a colony ship meets with Mother, an artificial earth-born intelligence created from the consciousnesses who have been
brought from earth. The crew is led by 2 individuals - Daniels and Tennessee. They are awakened from hibernation to find their
spaceship burnt down in an escape pod with all their supplies stolen or damaged by what seems like human hands. They need to
get rid of the problem by finding a new home for Mother and all its passengers. The spaceship gets tangled in a weird nebula
and it also needs to be fixed. In the meantime, they discover a small uncharted planet nearby, with an atmosphere capable of
sustaining human life. The crew explores the planet from space and finds out that the planet is actually inhabited but not by
humans. They find a strange pyramid structure wandering around a river illuminated by bright light emanating from it. They
land on the planet to investigate if the pyramid has any significance in finding a new home for Mother. The crew is attacked by
a group of violent humans, who are victims of an unknown infection that turns them into blood-seeking creatures. The infected
are killed by the crew who are forced to shed blood. Vice-Captain Karine goes through medical tests to find out if she has been
infected too. Daniels goes back to the ship to fetch some medical kits while he leaves Tennessee behind with Karine. They get
attacked by two infected while Karine kills one but gets stabbed in the process. Daniels returns with medical kits but they are
both possessed by their infected victims. Daniels kills Tennessee while Karine shoots Daniels who tries to stab her in front of
Tennessee. The last thing she sees are Daniels's eyes. They are at the mercy of the infected, who use them as their food source,
only to be saved by the arrival of another spaceship, piloted by 3 people who can't speak any form of communication. Karine is
able to reach the communication device in the spaceship with Daniels's DNA and informs them that they have been
contaminated. A lone survivor before they landed on this planet is still alive but has become part of an unknown virus. They are
rescued by the survivors but Tennessee commits suicide before Mother's body is brought into the spaceship. The survivor turns
out to be David, another survivor of a crashed ship, who was left behind by another team 7 years ago. David tells them that the
planet they are on is actually one of 3 which have been dumping their satellites for decades in this nebula. This has made it
impossible for humans to explore this part of the galaxy because these satellites have created an impenetrable barrier around
Earth which no-one can penetrate. But David told them that there is a way out - he takes Daniels' DNA sample and goes inside
the pyramid structure.
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